Viking Lust 3 - The Kings Ritual

After being safely transported to a secret location, Princess Colby awaits the return of her feral
Viking lover. But, during a hushed conversation with a female captive, she learns the true
intent of the Nordic tribesmen. What she discovers will alter the course of her life forever...Because of this news, his sudden appearance is both thrilling and terrifying to her.
Desperate to know her fate for certain, she confronts the dark marauder about his motives.His
confession stuns her but curiously, presents her with the choice of a lifetime. That choice will
forever seal the fate of her tortured, passionate love for the man who has turned her world
upside down.Will she comply with what fate has presented to her or will she resist her deep
need to submit to him until the end?An Excerpt from the Book:The King continued, This is
your home now Princess. Even if you could escape and did return to the Stronghold of
Auchendale, you know that your father would disown you. You have been misled about your
true purpose in this world. Now you will come to know the truth...Suddenly, he seemed
enormous to her. The muscled, battle-bloodied man shadowed her diminutive frame as he
peered down upon her with dark intent. At first, she looked away but his motion was like
gravity to her and as he drew closer she found herself hopelessly looking back. Nervously, her
eyelids fluttered and then flew open wide when his kiss overtook her again.It was long and
rough and sorely needed by her. His stubble bristled against her delicate features while his
tongue probed deep, hard and long into her hungry orifice. Just as he had done to her
homeland, the King invaded her completely, overwhelmed her defenses and left her weakened
and vulnerable.As the passion unfolded, she could sense the familiar heat that shed come to
associate with him return to her body. Like a warm summer rain, it washed over her and
offered a prelude to the cascade of moisture that building in her darkest of places. So many
emotions fluttered in her mind before that moment but somehow, with a single stroke, hed
erased them all. Now she was helpless in the rising tide of his lust and she knew that only he
was capable of guiding her to safety.
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After being safely transported to a secret location, Princess Colby awaits the return of her feral
Viking lover. But, during a hushed conversation with a female. Read Viking Lust - Volumes
1, 2 & 3 by Gabrielle Demonico with Rakuten Kobo. Viking Lust (Volumes 1, 2 & 3) brings
you three of the best selling erotic Viking.
Viking Lust Volumes 1 2 3. PDF. Download. - akaiho.com - may read. Viking Lust 3 - The
King's. Ritual online by Gabrielle. Demonico either. Viking Lust 3 (Viking Sex, Viking
Romance and Viking Erotica): The King's Breeding Ritual. Front Cover. Gabrielle R.
Demonico. Gabrielle R. Demonico - Fiction. Viking Lust 3 - The King's Breeding Ritual After
being safely transported to a secret location, Princess Colby awaits the return of her feral
Viking. Author: Gabrielle Demonico. Viking Lust - Surrender of the Virgin Princess. Viking
Lust 2 - Princess for the Horde. Viking Lust 3 - The King's Ritual. As a result. Berserkers (or
berserks ) were champion Vikings who are primarily reported in Swedish sagas Three main
animal cults appeared: the bear, the wolf, and the wild boar. recorded until CE, with Thorbiorn
Hornklofi's description of the battle of Hafrsfjord when they fight together for King Harald
Fairhair of Norway.
Symbolising uncontrollable rage and bloodlust, Viking berserkers were August 24, at pm It
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developed to become the main source of power for the medieval kings and evolved into a
noble elite in the Middle Ages. . The theory is that the groups of warriors, through ritual
processes carried out. Viking Lust 3 - The King's Breeding RitualAfter being safely
transported to a secret location, Princess Colby awaits the return of her feral Viking.
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